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Thanksgiving Message 

One of the fundamental tenets of Judaism is that humanity has the ability to choose right over 
wrong. Good and evil are not predetermined by God. On the contrary, mankind is unique in 
the animal kingdom for they alone have the discipline to choose their actions. Our behaviors 
are not based on instinct. They are based on our ability to think, comprehend, and rationally 
decide how we want to proceed. This fundamental principle is called bechirat chafshit, or 
free will. And because of this concept, there is a follow-up tenet called reward and 
punishment. If we were preprogrammed to do only good there would be no reward for 
accomplishing it. And if all our poor decisions were predetermined by God, we wouldn’t be 
punished for our wrongdoings.         

In other words, if one never loses then one can never really be euphoric in victory.  Life’s 
successes are predicated on its failures. Without risk there is no reward. Imagine playing 
high stakes poker on a portable hand held device.  Although you may win every hand, victory 
is meaningless and worthless if there is zero possibility of losing.   

Perhaps celebrating Thanksgiving is predicated on the knowledge that our world has the 
potential to be cruel and unforgiving.  We are thankful because we know how bad things can 
get. If there were no anti-Semitism we could never adequately appreciate living in a country 
where hate crimes and anti-Semitic acts are illegal and limited.  If all election results were 
perfect we would never appreciate residing in a democracy as free and open as the United 
States. We give thanks because we realize how fragile our existence can be.  

Perfection rarely exists - with the exception of Cuba, North Korea and Venezuela. Those are 
a few of the countries where everyone “agrees” and the winning candidate usually gets 99% 
of the vote.  Should I deduce that those are the only locations where people are truly blissful 
and satisfied? Should we choose to emulate the financial wealth and freedoms mirrored in 
those societies? Nothing could be farther from the truth.  

Our country may be less than perfect and our politicians less than stellar. However, we 
celebrate and give thanks that we live in a country that tolerates iniquities and glosses over 
imperfections. We are grateful that our politicians don’t demand any more from its citizens 
than they do of themselves. We are grateful that in spite of all the negativity and partisan 
bickering, we live in a country that grants its citizens the freedoms to choose who we want 
to be and the wherewithal to prosper beyond our wildest imagination.  

We really do live in Judeo-centric country, where the values of free will and free choice are 
set in our constitution and all citizens have the fundamental ability to be rewarded for their 



efforts or punished for choices they have made. So this Thanksgiving please consider how 
fortunate we are in spite of the fact that unfortunate things do occur.  And please take to 
heart that during the Thanksgiving dinner no one is interested in hearing their visitors 
pontificate about why their choices are the only valid choice. Or that their philosophy of life 
is more correct than anyone else’s. And you know what, nobody really cares if you enjoy the 
breast or the leg, stuffing cooked in the bird or separately, cranberry sauce or pumpkin pie. 
So for one afternoon, just enjoy the fact that you are in Southern Florida and not in the 
blustery and frigid northeast. I guess that decision is also subject to our free choice.   

Happy Thanksgiving,  

Rabbi Jack Engel     

 

 


